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Fiction of Scandal1 

Tarek El-Ariss 

“Who are you?? Why are you pretending to be me? Release this username. 
You are a phony. All followers please note.” 
—Salman Rushdie to an imposter on Twitter2 

Since the beginning of this century, the Arab world has been witnessing a literary boom that 
made being an author cool again. New voices are emerging from an array of presses such as 
Merit, Shourouk, and Malamih in Cairo, and Adab, Saqi, Jamal, and Jadid in Beirut, to name 
a few. This vibrancy has greatly benefited from various local and international writing  
festivals (Hay), awards (International Prize for Arabic Fiction or the Arabic Booker), and 
literary magazines and websites (Banipal, Wasla, Kikah). New novels and short-story col-
lections exhibit multiple forms of linguistic play and narrative structure, mixing techno-
writing with jāhilī poetry, the diary genre with political critique. With varying aesthetic 
qualities, they include one-time hits and bestsellers, vulgar scandal literature, experimental 
texts and postmodern takes on the Mahfouzian narrative. They also involve abundant refer-
ences to works by international authors such as Milan Kundera, Paolo Coelho, and Chuck 
Palahniuk, and are systematically in dialogue with popular culture and film both in the Arab 
world and in the US. While some are self-published and circulate within small communities 
of readers, others are marketed by larger presses and play into a new culture of “celebrity li-
terature,” with media limelight and big-budget translation deals. These works could be 
found in bookstores in Cairo and Beirut, or circulate online as PDFs, which allows them to 
reach a wider audience in countries where they might be censored or are simply unavail-
able. Given their modes of production and circulation, themes and narrative structures, 
these texts refigure notions of canon, authorship, readership, and the literary in a rapidly 
changing technological and political environment.  

This heterogeneous body of works hailing from different parts of the Arab world and the 
diaspora has often been ignored or sidelined for being insufficiently engaged in combatting 
imperialism and neoliberalism. These works have been reduced to class-based critiques of 
economic privilege, or read as a manifestation of new forms of disenfranchisement. For in-
stance, Sabry Hafez identifies the new Egyptian novel as “the novel of the closed horizon,” 
which narratively and aesthetically reflects a claustrophobic material reality tied to poverty 
and urban sprawl in modern day Cairo (Hafez 62). This new writing has also been dis-
missed as individualistic and self-centered, dealing with questions of desire and everyday 
life, a far cry from the concerns of nahḍawī udabāʾ (literati)3 or the 1950s and 1960s practi-
tioners of iltizām (political commitment).4 Moreover, sensationalist, scandalous, and tell-all 
narratives, which are of particular interest in this study, have been cast in postcolonial criti-
cism as enactments of a voyeuristic Western gaze onto Arab society and Islam. 

In her study of Egyptian avant-gardism from the 1960s, Elisabeth Kendall offers a nu-
anced definition of “generation” as a group of innovators partaking in the same spirit and 
impetus in “a liminal space of contestation and change” (Kendall 4).5 The new writing I en-
gage operates across class, gender, and political lines, and thus could not be associated with 
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a cohesive group of individuals or a set of isomorphic aesthetic qualities. Rather than pro-
duce a conclusive account of a new literary genre and identify its main protagonists, it’s im-
portant to analyze the ways in which a complex interplay of aesthetic, commercial, and po-
litical forces shape the contemporary scene of writing. This requires a new set of critical 
terms and concepts that adequately engage interactive spaces of literary production mediated 
by the Internet, global culture, and travel and displacement in the Arab world and beyond.  

This article focuses on the tribulations of the Arab author in the age of social media, po-
litical upheavals, and the commercialization of literature. It examines how new writing is de-
fined by its practitioners, and how authorial functions are produced through acts of hacking, 
manipulation, and marketing. Focusing on authors such as Youssef Rakha (Yūsuf Rakhā, 
b. 1976), Abdo Khal (ʿAbduh Khāl, b. 1962), Ahmad Alaidy (Aḥmad al-ʿĀyidī, b. 1974),  
Rajaa Alsanea (Rajāʾ al-Ṣāniʿ, b. 1981), and Khaled Alkhamissi (Khālid al-Khamīsī, b. 1962), 
I explore questions of ethical ambivalence and aesthetic fluctuation, translational politics and 
canon formation, which arise from threatening and violent encounters occurring on the street, 
in writing workshops, and on Twitter. I argue that the author, traditionally understood as the 
function of discourse in Foucault or as the object of sacrifice in Barthes, emerges in new writ-
ing as scandalous, sensational, and vulgar. Contesting formalistic, historical, and sociological 
approaches in Arabic literary studies, I explore the political dimension of sensationalism and 
scandal and examine how literature is recoded, reimagined, and reaffirmed in instances of 
greed, exhibitionism, confrontation, and hacking.  

The Scene of Writing 

Hacking is rapidly replacing terrorism as the new threat to world order. The media land-
scape abounds in scandals of hacking emails, mobile phones, and websites, and tampering 
with secure structures in order to obtain and spread classified information. Jinn-like, hack-
ers are both good and bad, and thus ambivalent in their social and political aims and consti-
tution.6 In Britain, the scandal of Rupert Murdoch’s News of the World has been making 
headlines since 2009, highlighting hacking as a way of obtaining and producing news.7 In 
May 2010, Iraq-based Specialist Bradley Manning, 22, collaborating with a hacker in Cali-
fornia, copied thousands of classified documents and diplomatic correspondences and 
leaked them to Julian Assange, Wikileaks’ founder (Bumiller). The hacking in both cases 
caused scandals for the Rupert Murdoch media empire, British and American governments, 
and political groups and organizations the world over. Anonymous, an organization of anar-
chist hackers or hacktivists, systematically targets government sites and financial institu-
tions. Raise Your Voice, a self-proclaimed offshoot of Anonymous, repeatedly hacked the 
Lebanese government websites in April 2012, protesting economic policies and inadequate 
social services (Holmes). This organization’s video manifesto portrays an individual wear-
ing the mask featured in the film, V for Vendetta (Dir. James McTeigue, 2005), an iconic 
symbol associated with recent protest movements in the Arab world and elsewhere 
(“Anonymous #OpLebanon Announcement”). 

Associated with infiltration, scandal, and leaks, hacking is the instrument of activists, 
conscientious objectors, media moguls, disgruntled fans, and random saboteurs [kharāb-
kārī, in Farsi].8 In April 2012, Twitter witnessed a series of hackings targeting Saudi authors 
and intellectuals, including Abdo Khal (Bashraheel). Khal’s novel, Tarmī bi-sharar (She 
Spews Sparks, 2009), which earned him the Arabic Booker prize in 2010, exposes modes of 
racial, political, and sexual violence and inequality in an unnamed Gulf kingdom. When the 
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hacking occurred, Khal intervened to disown the hijacked account, “Abdokhal,” which was 
spewing all kinds of vulgarities and indiscretions aimed at embarrassing the author and de-
stroying his reputation. As a result of this hacking, Khal lost his 50,000 followers. As an act 
of tampering, hijacking, and infiltration, hacking delivers a blow that suddenly wipes out 
the author’s identity and readership. 

The hacking of Khal’s account exposes the vulnerability of the author and intellectual 
online. In this attack, it is the signifier itself—the award-winning author with thousands of 
followers—that was knocked down. Hacking the author thus unsettles the economy of liter-
ary production, in particular the public engagement (on Twitter) that complements and sus-
tains it. Participatory debate and the critique of power, which imagine a Habermasian pub-
lic sphere online, collapsed in one blow.9 The weakness of passwords and the instability of 
the virtual text refigure the relation between Tweeting and writing, the public intellectual 
and the novelist. In this context, identity theft and mimesis cast hacking as an infiltration 
and a violation of the very notions of identity, authorship, writing, and debate.  

Hacking is a bricolage with wide ranging aesthetic, social, and political repercussions. 
Andrew Ross argues that Steven Levy’s cult novel, Hackers (1984), established hacking as 
“libertarian and crypto-anarchist in its right-to-know” (256). Ross argues that hacker activi-
ties were presented as a romantic counter-cultural tendency” (ibid.), only to degenerate into a 
form of “techno-delinquency” and then crime. The Jargon File, an online resource for hacker 
subculture, defines the “cracker” (a type of hacker) as someone who “stretches the capabili-
ties of programmable system”; “delights in having an intimate understanding of the internal 
workings of a system”; “programs enthusiastically (even obsessively)”; or is a “malicious 
meddler who tries to discover sensitive information by poking around” (“Hacker”). These 
various characterizations involve systematic acts of writing, knowing, and revealing. Hack-
ing a website could involve writing a malicious program that infiltrates and infects it. It 
could also occur by overloading the site with requests that it cannot handle; this process de-
pends on a consorted attack by a group of individuals who all send requests simultaneously 
in order to crash the site.10 In this sense, hacking exposes the inability of the secure system to 
handle the overwhelming requests, thereby stretching its limits and forcing it to recant its 
protected status. Hacking thus consists of writing practices that generate specific affects, 
centered on the name, signifier, and signification as such. Crash and collapse, and infiltration 
and replication expose [tafḍaḥ] sites of vulnerability and instability in the system, the text, 
and the author function. 

Hacking as a process of exposing vulnerability has various applications from the digital 
world to political and literary models. Author, blogger, and activist Youssef Rakha11 sounded 
the alarm on literary hacking or “hacking the literary” in an article in Al-Ahram Weekly in 
2010. Unlike the saboteurs who hacked Abdo Khal’s Twitter account, the hackers according 
to Rakha are wannabe authors, mobbing Cairo’s literary scene. As Rakha goes into a book-
store holding a creative-writing workshop, he notices a strange-looking crowd that seems out 
of place in the close-knit literary circle with which he is familiar. Rakha then sarcastically 
points out that the unfamiliar faces are those of engineers, aspiring to enter the literary field 
through mimetic desire and groupie behavior. “For a moment it seemed as though a mafia of 
those lever-wielding un-poets were ambushing the literary sphere, infiltrating writerly circles 
all across the city, befriending with a view to replacing true writers and eventually, well—
eliminating them” (Rakha). The crescendo in Rakha’s text moves from terms such as “mafia”  
and “un-poets” to “ambushing,” “infiltrating,” “replacing,” and “eliminating.” Rakha thus 
describes an attack or an aggressive take over that threatens to erase “true writers.” A flash 
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mob, which unexpectedly appears at the event, stuns the author and takes him by surprise. 
The fear of elimination is the effect of a hacking that seeks to infiltrate the literary scene and 
reproduce itself en guise of destroying it. Rakha’s literary anxiety echoes the hacking of 
Khal’s account, which overrides yet replicates the author and his text, redirects his tweets, 
and re-appropriates his function altogether. The literary workshop, like the author’s Twitter 
account, becomes a site of vulnerability that both empowers and undermines the author—the 
“true writer” of the literary text.  

A new literary canon emerges from a liminal space of potential and possibility, which 
becomes exposed in the act of infiltration. Having distinguished un-poets from “true writ-
ers,” Rakha proceeds to name the latter. The threat of elimination at the hand of an insidi-
ous and destructive mob leads him to identify the representative figures of a new generation 
of Egyptian authors: 

[These authors] might be called the Twothousanders but not only because they started publishing 
after 2000. People like Nael El-Toukhy, Ahmad Nagui and (to a lesser extent) Mohammad Kheir 
and Mohammad Abdelnaby also share something more profound. They are all internet-savvy, 
down-to-earth agents of subversion as interested in things as they are in people and as closely 
connected to pop culture, communications technology and the global media as they are to literary 
history. Kundera is their Balzac, Mahfouz their Greek tragedy. They are cynics and jokers and 
glorifiers of what they refer to (admittedly often with ignorance) as kitsch. By and large they es-
chew poetry; and until the Egyptian quasi-literary blogging craze fizzled out, many of them pro-
fessed to eschew print publication. They may not always have as much access to non-Arabic cul-
ture as they claim or desire, but their position is truly postmodern in the sense that they own and 
disown many histories at once; they don’t have a problem revolving around the commodity as a 
mode of being; they don’t have a problem with commodification. In short, they live mentally in 
our times—and they try to do it unselfconsciously. (Rakha) 

In a Hegelian moment, which is experienced as a fear of death and erasure, Rakha embraces 
the position of the critic who assesses a literary work, identifies its main protagonists, and es-
tablishes its aesthetic values. This moment of consciousness calls attention to the vulnerability 
of the literary work—its compromised position at the workshop for new writers—yet simul-
taneously asserts its literary worth and significance. This double movement is key for under-
standing how hacking and infiltration stage moments of faḍḥ [exposure, exposition] online, in 
public forums, and in texts. Hacking thus threatens and consolidates at the same time. The ne-
gation, through Foucault this time, is productive of discourse, that is, new writing. In this con-
text, the attribute “truly postmodern”—as opposed to “phony” or “fake” postmodern—that 
Rakha employs does not announce the end of literature à la Fukuyama. Rather, it carves out a 
literary space for those authors threatened by mimicry and elimination.  

Rakha presents the historical and technological context of new authors—playful hackers 
and “agents of subversion” in their own right. He identifies their position vis-à-vis world 
literature, new media, and political participation. Furthermore, he addresses their relation to 
the canon associated with Mahfouz, which he incorporates as “Greek tragedy” in a new lit-
erary setting. The reference to Mahfouz ties in to the “truly postmodern” framework Rakha 
introduces as a direction, motif, and orientation in new—and noteworthy—works. As he 
situates new writing in relation to Mahfouz, he claims a literary trajectory that unsettles yet 
refigures—instead of breaking with—tradition. The politics of the canon in this context are 
complex; they operate across philosophical and literary models that position Arabic litera-
ture in a larger comparative context. Articulating the new author’s relation to blogs and 
print, Mahfouz and Kundera, Rakha suggests that the new author, operating across media 
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and genre, is by no means a free floating entity, lost and unhinged. Nor is he/she simply an 
innovator in the tradition of Arab and European modernism discussed by Elisabeth Kendall 
or Stefan Meyer in their different studies of Arabic experimental literature.12 The “true 
writer,” though innovative and complex, lies at the intersection of a multiplicity of media 
and literary traditions and practices that are identified, if not produced, in a moment charac-
terized by the fear of elimination and mimetic anxiety. This releases new writing in Rakha’s 
characterization from a fixed and homogeneous literary model that could be clearly identi-
fied. Instead, this characterization relegates new writing to a series of events, accidents, and 
scandals that shape and produce it. 

Scandal in Translation 

Aligning hacking with new writers performing a systematic infiltration and “knocking 
down” of literary spaces points us to Rajaa Alsanea’s text, Banāt al-Riyāḍ (Girls of Ri-
yadh). This tell-all novel was published by Saqi Books in 2006 and subsequently translated, 
not without controversy, by Marilyn Booth for Penguin, in 2009.13 Booth, along with other 
critics, identifies in the production and translation of Alsanea’s work the process of “hack- 
ing the literary.” While Rakha describes how engineers or un-poets14 mob the literary scene, 
Booth engages the celebrity author of the literary hit by examining the way her work is 
produced through the manipulation of translation, circulation, and media. Whereas the hac-
king of Abdo Khal’s Twitter account knocked down the literary signifier—the author—by 
eliminating his readership, hacking in Alsanea’s context serves to consolidate if not con-
struct the position of the author of a bestselling novel. 

Girls of Riyadh tells the story of four girlfriends as they flirt, fall in love, get married, 
divorce, travel, and drive around Riyadh in SUVs with tinted glass. The novel weaves in 
the role of the external narrator, Rajaa herself, who introduces every chapter as a weekly 
email sent after Friday prayer to Saudi Internet subscribers. Alsanea starts her chapters by 
acknowledging the readers’ responses to her emails. She claims that due to revelations, 
faḍīḥa (scandal) in an email from last week some readers were angered. She also critiques 
Saudi authorities’ alleged intention to ban her site and prevent her from sending the weekly 
scandals. Setting itself an imagined origin in cyberspace,15 the novel takes email—an older 
technology compared to Twitter—as her narrative model. This techno-fictionalization of the 
authorial position transforms the author into a character in her own text, writing herself as a 
persecuted yet courageous young woman, armed with the power of scandal, and confront-
ing political power and disgruntled readers online.  

Alsanea’s literary narrative about the exposure of the intimate, the social, and the politi-
cal enacts a breakdown of the imagined boundary between private and public. The faḍḥ 
[exposure, exposition], in this context, unveils the erasure of the very notion of the private. 
Alluding to Alsanea’s framing of her task as a faḍḍāḥa (exposer, scandalizer), Moneera al-
Ghadeer suggests that the author’s play on the word fataḥ (open) and faḍaḥ (expose) is fun-
damental to the narrative. Specifically, Alsanea appropriates the register of faḍḥ from an 
Oprah-like TV show, which airs via satellite on the Lebanese Broadcasting Corporation 
(LBC). Alsanea hacks Zaven Kouyoumjian’s Sīreh w-infataḥit (open talk), transforming it 
into sīreh w-infaḍaḥit (scandal talk), thereby accentuating the process of scandal and un-
veiling. Discussing the translation of Alsanea’s phrase, Marilyn Booth notes: “The literal 
meaning of this cyber-transliteration is ‘A life story and it has been exposed’; the verb 
infaḍaḥ implies exposure of something disgraceful or shameful” (“Translator v. Author” 
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204). In doing so, Alsanea “provokes the phantasm that ultimately intensifies the interest in 
gazing at Girls of Riyadh” (al-Ghadeer 299), thereby transforming the narrative into “a 
peephole into what a young woman sees in her society” (ibid.). However, this peephole ex-
pands in order to expose the author herself in the process of exposing her society and pro-
ducing a literary hit.  

Appropriating Zaven’s TV show as sīreh w-infadaḥit, Alsanea takes the act of writing on 
stage, into the studio, in front of the cameras, and under the projectors’ lights. According to 
Lisān al-ʿarab, faḍaḥ means “to expose a misdeed” (Ibn Manẓūr 190–91). Specifically, Ibn 
Manzur emphasizes the visual aspect of faḍīḥa, comparing it to the sudden advent of morning 
light that exposes (as in exposure to light) the true shape, color, and contours of an object. It is 
also used in the context of awakening the sleeper in the morning (faḍaḥah al-ṣabāḥ), catching 
him or her off guard. In this sense, the stage (scène in French, as in “scene of writing”) func-
tions to “shed light” on a topic or a social or political practice (in an Oprah-like show), which 
is simultaneously exposed in the process of faḍḥ (exposition, exposure). The chronicle of 
faḍāʾiḥ in Alsanea’s text (the weekly emails) is thus implicated in its process of production, 
blurring the distinction between subject and object. The desire to be on stage and acquire rec-
ognition as a courageous woman author from Arabia with translations in multiple languages 
coincides with the desire to expose the social and political context from which the work 
arises. Specifically, Alsanaea’s chronicle of scandals becomes exposed in the process of trans-
lation. The true scandal, it turns out, lies in the construction and manipulation of the author-
narrator function—a form of hacking that produces the literary hit. 

The author’s intervention in the process of translating her work into English sought to 
minimize if not altogether dismiss the role of the translator. In a series of articles, Booth ex-
posed (faḍaḥat) this intervention that aims at “effacing the translator” and “dismissing her 
reading of the text” (“The Muslim Woman” 153). This dismissal, argues Booth, produces and 
consolidates the position of the Arab woman writer as “celebrity author” (ibid.). The politics 
of translation and editing subject the translator to market forces, wherein the publisher sides 
with the author of the coveted work as she alters if not neutralizes the expert’s translation. The 
threat to the translator’s role and the attempt to eliminate it operate as an attack, an infiltration, 
and a hacking of the economy of literary production (writing, reading, translating, and pub-
lishing). And just like Rakha distinguishes between un-poets and “true writers” when threat-
ened by the hacking mob in Cairo, Booth explains what distinguishes the literary work from 
the ethnographic account when she experiences erasure herself. In her faḍḥ of Alsanea’s and 
Penguin’s practices, Booth identifies a genre of “Orientalist Ethnographicism,” which pack-
ages and transforms the fictional text with an Arab female narrator and author into an authori-
tative testimony that provides a window into her culture (151). Both in Rakha’s and Booth’s 
cases, the threat of elimination through infiltration and mimesis produces a literary model or 
canon that reaffirms the aesthetic and the literary. The hacking/faḍḥ dialectics thus operate as 
a process of anchoring new writing along a trajectory that is new yet recognizable, innovative 
yet literary nonetheless.  

Exposing the structure of editorial and economic power integral to the work’s circula-
tion and notoriety, Booth “sheds light” on the scandalous author herself, the alleged 
faḍḍāḥa (exposer, scandalizer) of Saudi society. In this context, the process of veiling and 
anonymity associated with the Arab woman writing her culture becomes something that ex-
poses its own pretenses to and staging of this structure of desire. The faḍīḥa (scandal) that 
the translator enacts is of the literary faḍḥ itself as a quest for a stage (TV interviews, fame, 
limelight) and readership. In this context, faḍḥ implicates, exposes, and takes over the act of 
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writing, promotion, and translation. It also shifts the emphasis from the alleged object of 
scandal—Saudi society—to the process of literary production, which engulfs the faḍḍāḥa 
and hacker of the literary hit who initiated it in the first place. Faḍḥ thus becomes a kind of 
dangerous and wild writing, a set of practices that unfold beyond the text in order to shape 
its circulation, reception, and translation.  

Hacking Rites 

In An takūn ʿAbbās al-ʿAbd (Being Abbas el Abd) (2003), Ahmed Alaidy stages hacking as the 
framework for a scandal within modern Arabic literature.16 He sheds light on a crisis that both 
threatens and reaffirms the literary work, as in Rakha’s and Booth’s models. This experimen-
tal text incorporates techno-writing into a fragmented narrative about a young man ruminating 
over amorous encounters, politics, philosophy, and history in modern day Cairo. The narrator 
hallucinates, picks fights, swears, and engages in a scathing and violent indictment of Egypt’s 
cultural and political establishment. Alaidy’s text exposes modes of ideological complicity 
that tie in the production of an antiquated literary canon with a project of modernity that 
has—always already is—gone awry. Echoing Rakha’s description of Mahfouz as new Arabic 
writing’s “Greek tragedy,” Alaidy articulates a break with a previous generation of Arab  
authors—the “generation of Defeat” (Alaidy 41/36).17 Alaidy identifies (and identifies with) 
the “I’ve-got-nothing-to-lose-generation,” seeking to expose the political and ideological 
bankruptcy of a “defeated” and corrupt Arab literary establishment. Specifically, Alaidy casts 
himself and his generation as breaking with the literary and political heritage of the naksa, the 
Arab defeat against Israel in 1967. The naksa is associated with the collapse of the Arab pro-
ject of modernity as well as with the erosion of literature’s ability to engage social and politi-
cal reality. According to Alaidy, the generation of Defeat is a paralyzed and paralyzing genera-
tion, unable and unwilling to recover from Arab modernity’s dystopic moment.  

The 1967 defeat did not put an end to the Arab project of modernity but rather exposed 
its instability and vulnerability. When the defeat occurred, it is rumored, Nasser turned to 
his officers declaring: Itfaḍaḥnā (we’ve been exposed).18 The faḍīḥa (scandal) of 1967 is 
not only embodied in the military defeat itself, which could no longer be kept secret from 
the public a few days into the war, but also in the pretenses of the project of Arab modernity 
itself, its utopia and ideology in the context of pan-Arabism and Nasser’s Egypt specifi-
cally. Describing the shock of 1967, Angelika Neuwirth observes that “Egyptian literary 
figures such as Son‘allah Ibrahim (b. 1937) and Gamal al-Ghitani (b. 1945) had articulated 
the unfounded basis of nationalist rhetoric in their novels years before the dénouement of 
Nasserism” (42). The stunning defeat to Israel, the faḍīḥa, thus exposed that which is al-
ready mafḍūḥ [exposed], compromised, and shaking, namely the underlying Nasserist ar-
ticulation of Arab modernity. Alaidy’s “I’ve-got-nothing-lose” generation thus exposes the 
generation of Defeat’s loss as a faḍīḥa—a loss that had always existed. 

Naksa’s scandal, the faḍīḥa, is mediated through a structure of hacking that comes into 
Alaidy’s novel from the digital world. Alaidy discusses hacking in a passing yet important 
reference to a teenage hacker who infiltrated and uploaded music to the Pentagon Website 
(Alaidy 98/96). Exposing the vulnerability of the impenetrable structure—site of American 
military power—hacking exposes (yafḍaḥ) the weakness in the system, or, the system as 
weak, vulnerable, and compromised. The website’s weakness reflects the problematic na-
ture of the discourses and practices that underlie it: American interventionist ideology and 
military operations from Vietnam to Iraq. The hacking thus exposes both a flaw in the regis-
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ters of both computer security and political legitimacy. Intervening abroad in order to make 
America secure, as the story goes, is exposed through its own insecurity and weakness. 
Hacking exposes that which lacks legality and security at the same time.  

Having outlined the structure of hacking, Alaidy extrapolates, claiming that these days 
everything gets hacked, “ḥatta al-ḥukūma bi-tithāk ʿaynī ʿaynak” (Even the government gets 
hacked, right before your eyes) (Alaidy 98/96).19 Alaidy stages hacking, as a performance of 
infiltration—of the weakness of the ideological and historical narrative, and the literary and 
cultural establishment that continues to sustain and embody it. Alaidy’s text exposes a scene 
of denial and complicity that holds literature—new writing—hostage. Hacking thus targets 
not only the government as such, but rather a series of “oppressive power relations” that take 
different shapes and forms (May 12). These power relations are in part represented by the 
generation of Defeat, which laments, according to Alaidy, 1967 as the moment of destruction 
of Arab modernity and the advent of political and cultural paralysis, complicity (Camp 
David Accords), and totalitarianism (Mubarak). Thus, the experience of loss with which 
Alaidy wants to break is a moment of historical misrecognition. New writing arises in this 
context as a dismantling of this structure of loss and its association with nostalgia, melancho-
lia, paralysis, and ruins that are linked to 1967 yet go beyond it.  

1967 in Alaidy’s model is the faḍīḥa that was covered up. In this context, hacking ex-
poses the complicity of the intellectual and political establishment in covering up this 
faḍīḥa (scandal). The faḍḥ staged in Alaidy’s text, figuratively perpetrated by the Russian 
teenager and the new author alike, “makes a scene” of that which is already mafḍūḥ (ex-
posed). Thus, hacking as faḍīḥa does not reveal a secret or an inside, but rather that the 
economy of secrecy, veiling, and loss is already both at work, and compromised and frac-
tured. The faḍīḥa consists in the realization that decay is not internal or unseen but public, 
“ʿaynī ʿaynak” (right before your eyes), caught in flagrante delicto by the new author 
(Menninghaus 134). Hacking as faḍḥ exposes the fact that the ḥukūma (government), as a 
multiplicity of discourses and practices, is already mithāka—hacked, stripped naked, and il-
legitimate. This stages a break with the pathos of loss and defeat, which is constantly reen-
acted in Arab cultural and literary discourses on imperialism and colonialism, tradition and 
modernity, and home and exile. Alaidy’s text, among others, unsettles the structure of debt 
or cross-generational transference in order to create the possibility of movement, play, 
transformation, and confrontation.  

Alaidy’s work and tactics should be positioned in relation to the 1960s generation of 
Egyptian modernism that gave us authors such as Sonallah Ibrahim, hailed by Alaidy as his 
literary inspiration.20 In her reading of the relation between journalism and literature at the 
intersection of social and political change in Egypt, Kendall focuses on avant-garde authors 
writing for the journal Gallery 68. According to Kendall, these innovators evolved from a 
long tradition of journalism and subversive and marginal literature to produce al-adab al-
jadīd (new literature) (188). This new literature, she argues, was intimately tied to experi-
ences of shock and disappointment with the political and cultural establishment blamed for 
the 1967 defeat (85). Though Alaidy’s writing claims to be post-loss (“I’ve-got-nothing-to-
lose generation”), it is tied nonetheless to a tradition that stages the tension between the  
literary and the non-literary at the intersection of journalism and literature, activism and art. 
Acts of hacking and exposing thus stage both breaks as well as continuities with literary 
traditions, thoroughly undermining the author/intellectual model foregrounded by iltizām 
(political commitment) and the udabāʾ (literati), which was shaken in 196721 and again in 
2011.22 
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Slapping the Author  

Khaled Alkhamissi’s Taxi: Ḥawādīt al-mashāwīr (Taxi, 2006) presents a series of conversa-
tions with Cairo’s cabdrivers as a faḍḥ of the practices of power, and of the role of the intel-
lectual and author in engaging these practices. The narrative is constructed as a stage for the 
accumulation of faḍāʾiḥ, mediated by the narrator’s questions about the economy, the gov-
ernment, and daily life. From the TV stage of Zaven’s show, sīreh w-infataḥit (open talk) 
and Alsanea’s sīreh w-infaḍaḥit (scandal talk), we move with Alkhamissi to the cab as the 
stage and in-box of faḍāʾiḥ. A journalist by training, Alkhamissi produces a diary of his in-
terviews with drivers conducted over the course of a year. Fictionalized as a character in his 
own text, Alkhamissi relates encounters that take drivers back to their youth either as mo-
viegoers in the 1980s, soldiers in the 1970s, or foreign laborers in Gulf States. Aligning 
Nasser, Sadat, and Mubarak eras, these stories operate as a faḍḥ of the current state of af-
fairs and of the historical trajectory underlying it. 

In her review, Omayma Abdelatif argues that “Taxi’s brilliance is that it captures the 
point at which cabs cease to be just a means of transportation and instead become a space 
for debate and exchange, at a time when all other public spaces, including the street itself, 
had become inaccessible under the brutal force of the police state” (81). In this context, the 
street has moved outside of the street in order to reclaim it through the literary work. This 
street—which has been emptied out of its occupants who moved into cabs and went on 
Twitter—was flooded with protesters, slogans, and signs during the 2011 protests. How-
ever, while Abdelatif emphasizes the taxi as a space of “debate and exchange,” it is both a 
literary and political performance, which stages the process of writing and circulation as 
faḍḥ. On this new stage, the roles of journalist, author, and driver are unsettled, throwing 
into disarray both the text’s narrative and language. 

The faḍḥ that arises from this new literary and material space—the cab—takes shape 
through a series of linguistic and narrative transformations. Whereas the conversations are 
in ʿāmmiyya (spoken Arabic), the author’s reflections and narrative voice are in fuṣḥā (for-
mal Arabic). However, as the bulk of the text is devoted to conversation, fuṣḥā appears as 
the incongruous text, out of place, belonging to a different register, temporality, project, and 
space. As the conversation evolves over the course of the work, it is as if the street takes 
over the narrative. This accentuates the vulnerability of the narrator’s voice, making it un-
stable, and gradually uneasy.  

With over a dozen editions and translations into several languages, Alkhamissi writes in 
his preface that Taxi seeks to reproduce “street language,” which is “special, raw, alive, real” 
(al-Khamīsī, “Preface” 9–10).23 This street language of new writing, which we find in Alaidy’s  
text as well, should thus be contrasted to the language of power and its multiple fictions (ideo-
logical, political, and literary).24 In Taxi, the author/narrator instigates the process of faḍḥ 
from a distance—from the back seat, both literally and figuratively—thereby turning the 
driver into a faḍḍāḥ. This back and forth between the two transforms the text into a crucible 
for stories in circulation, and endows language itself with an affective characteristic that con-
fronts the language and abuses of power. In one instance, a driver describes how a policeman 
in civilian clothes rode with him only to extort money by threatening to take his papers and 
arrest him should he refuse to pay. Alkhamissi experiences this disguise of the law—
disguising yet exposing its own corruption—as a “violent slap” in the face (Alkhamissi 
19/155). Exposing a model of abuse through processes of storytelling and circulation, the 
driver’s language and account slap the narrator and violently unsettle his position in the text.  
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A violent slap ignited the Arab uprisings in Fall 2010. Mohammad Bouazizi immolated 
himself after he was slapped by a governmental municipality woman who prevented him 
from selling his goods in a marketplace in Sidi Bouzid, Tunisia. In Taxi, the story about po-
lice corruption slaps at the author’s discourse and position. Specifically, the slap exposes 
the narrator who wants to locate faḍīḥa somewhere else, putting it in the mouth of the 
driver. Faḍḥ as a slap exposes in this context the fictionalization of the author as the 
muthaqqaf (intellectual) who records and analyzes yet resists and avoids direct confronta-
tion with or indictment of the practices of power. The slap targets Alkhamissi’s separation 
from his object of analysis, thereby fracturing the boundary between customer and driver, 
researcher and native informant, and intellectual and the person of the street. The “raw” 
faḍḥ that Alkhamissi instigates gradually engulfs him and violently displaces him from his 
seat. The affective language of the street and the stories it produces slap, arrest, and shake 
up the author’s position and language in Taxi.  

In Islam on the Street: Religion in Modern Arabic Literature (2009), Muhsin al-Musawi 
argues that the project of Arab modernity and its nahḍawī literary apparatus suppressed the 
Islamic referent by casting it as a signifier of backwardness and primitivism. This, according 
to al-Musawi, led to a dangerous disconnect between the Arab intellectual and the masses. 
Such disconnect operates along various registers, including the primacy of fuṣḥā over 
ʿāmmiyya.25 Examining this dynamic in Taxi, one could claim that “affect,” a force and dura-
tion, which binds space-time through an “impingement” on the body (Massumi 27), arises in 
the interstices of the disconnect al-Musawi identifies. Beyond questions of communication, 
representation, and critique, “affect arises in the midst of in-between-ness: in the capacities 
to act and be acted upon” (Gregg and Seigworth 1), thereby exposing (yafḍaḥ) the gap, sepa-
ration, compromise, and complicity. Affects are “forces or intensities […] that pass body to 
body” (ibid.), enacting and exposing breaks, ruptures, and fractures in discourse and in sub-
ject positions, and thus creating the possibility for new connections and movements. Emerg-
ing from linguistic registers, bodily postures, modes of circulation on the street and online, 
and arresting images and stories that slap and knock down, affects circulate from one mode 
of writing and storytelling to another. Affects are embodied in the forms of scandal, hacking, 
and confrontation I identify in these texts. The break with the generation of Defeat in Alaidy 
is refigured in Alkhamissi’s text through an affective relation across bodies, language use, 
and reactions. This creates an opening through which new modes of confrontation, play, and 
writing emerge.  

The story that slaps Alkhamissi violently in the face is aligned with the slapping of the 
government, which trembles and shakes due to a protest by 200 Kifaya activists surrounded 
by 2.000 security officers. Describing this scene, one driver states that the government is so 
afraid that “its knees are shaking. I mean one puff and the government will fall, a govern-
ment without knees” (Alkhamissi 22/182). The satirical yet powerful account of the shaking 
government is associated in the driver’s discourse with the fear of demonstration. The po-
lice state counters this fear, suggests the cabbie, by raising prices and scaring people with 
the economic situation, thereby forcing them to think only of their livelihoods. The shaking 
of the knees and the demonstration cause an interruption in circulation. The ensuing traffic 
jam requires the rider to pay more for the story, ten pounds instead of three, in order to 
reach his final destination in downtown Cairo.26 Slapping, shaking, and trembling thus de-
scribe the work of language, narrative, and political confrontation. This clockwork of driv-
ing, storytelling, and demonstrating is mediated through an affective register that both calls 
attention to a new writing mode and a new critique of power and of the role of the au-
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thor/intellectual. This new writing and critique break down the boundaries between author 
and text, the faḍḍāḥ and the process of faḍḥ, and usher in an untamable discourse and a 
dangerous writing that contest the limits of the text, the diary, the novel, and adab (litera-
ture in the literati’s sense). 

In Alaidy’s model, the government is weak, decaying, and vulnerable—a faḍīḥa ex-
posed in the process of hacking. In Taxi, this vulnerability is exposed through modes of cir-
culation and an affective language emerging from the distorted body of the driver in his 
shabby and claustrophobic cab. The trembling of the knees brought about by the demon-
stration is precisely the faḍīḥa of the weakness and paranoia of a “hukūma bint ʿarṣ” (son of 
a bitch government) (Alkhamissi 39/336). Alkhamissi thus describes an act of hacking per-
petrated by 200 protesters that managed to infiltrate the system and expose (yafḍaḥ, make a 
scene of) its weakness. Similar to Alaidy’s account, the government is staged in Taxi as  
being mithāka (hacked but also “fucked”), trembling and shaking.  

Exposing the hypocrisy of the political system, a driver explains how the government 
makes up traffic regulations in order to extort money. “We live a lie and believe it. The 
government’s only role is to check that we believe the lie, don’t you think?” (Alkhamissi 
40/348) The affective register of the driver expressed in a raw language shatters the official 
narrative as a lie, or an old fiction. The new fiction slaps, makes one tremble, unsettles, and 
in the process fractures the narrative of power. The literary work thus counters another fic-
tion—the lie or “the same old story”—, which is mafḍūḥa (exposed), unable to veil its pro-
duction, shakiness, and instability. From the street scene of the Kifaya demonstration to the 
circulation of cabs generating stories and exposing social and political corruption arises a 
new mode of staging the political in Alkhamissi’s text. New writing, as opposed to old fic-
tion, is a site of confrontation, faḍḥ: an undoing of the fiction underlying the discourse of 
power. The driver’s discourse is “raw and real” not because it uses street language or spo-
ken Arabic, but rather because it produces a new kind of narrative that exposes and affec-
tively confronts the lie, that is, political fiction. 

Taxi reproduces the effects of riding: the crooked body posture and uncomfortable seats, 
the heat and stench in the cab, traffic sounds, and the radio tapes playing sermons, music, 
and news.27 As the narrator rides, he accumulates stories, which collectively constitute 
faḍīḥa’s spectacle of political abuse, extortion, corruption, and the shaky and panicked gov-
ernment. Enticed, slapped, and overtaken by the chronicle of faḍāʾiḥ, the narrator, who was 
thus far collecting stories, instigating and recording them like a social scientist conducting 
an experiment, slaps back at the end. Through a transfer of affects—between the cabdriver 
and the rider, the street and the text—the narrative shifts to a direct and violent confronta-
tion with power. Alkhamissi “takes his gloves off” to slap government practices and old fic-
tion. Unlike the fuṣḥā (formal Arabic) framing in each chapter, which captures the au-
thor/intellectual’s voice, chapter 49 starts in ʿāmmiyya (spoken Arabic), employing the first 
person pronoun. Alkhamissi relates that having finished his tour of Azbakiyya’s booksell-
ers, he decided to take the metro to Giza, only to discover that service was disrupted. Look-
ing around in the station, he noticed a sign that reads: “The Metro Underground: Mubarak’s 
Gift to His People” (Alkhamissi 182/1770). The author, continuing in ʿāmmiyya, launches a 
scathing attack against Mubarak, “Lord of the Universe and of Our Master Mohammed” 
(ibid.), exposing his shameless claim to public funds, which could be dispensed and offered 
as a gift from the ruler to his people. Shifting registers by appropriating the raw language of 
the street, Alkhamissi abandons the cautionary framing of his critique and the fuṣḥā that had 
afforded him the distance to confront political power head on. 
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In this satirical and violent diatribe, the identity of the narrator (Alkhamissi) is fused with 
the voice of the street, the raw language of faḍḥ. The author finally embraces the position of 
faḍḍāḥ both by accumulating the drivers’ micro-faḍāʾiḥ (stories) and publishing them in a 
book, but also, staging himself in another register, through a direct confrontation with the po-
lice state. In this case, faḍīḥa operates both diegetically and extra-diegetically, linking modes 
of circulation to confrontation, and demonstration to the revolution to come. Confrontation 
staged through literature thus moves from iltizām’s and the prior nahḍawī critiques of social 
and political inequalities, colonialism and imperialism, to faḍīḥa as a mode of exposing, caus-
ing a scandal, and “making a scene.” This faḍīḥa is staged in the cab, a place of physical dis-
tortion, decay, circulation, and storytelling. The critique of power associated with the au-
thor/intellectual conducting research and publishing a diary becomes consumed and engulfed 
by its object of study: the street, the taxi driver, and social and political corruption and abuse. 
The findings of Alkhamissi break with their neatly fictionalized frame in the shape of a pub-
lished diary, taking over his narrative, language, and author/intellectual function. This trans-
formation points to a new form of confrontation of power that emerges simultaneously with a 
new aesthetic and affective model of writing at the intersection of the novel and the diary, the 
text and the blog, and the literary and the political. 

Conclusion 

In Alkhamissi’s text, the author/intellectual is unable to remain above the fray, safe in a public 
sphere where he interacts along fixed and recognizable rules of engagement, debating political 
issues, conducting experiments, and writing books. The author in this context goes on Twitter 
or down to the street only to be overwhelmed, slapped, and shaken. The new text exposes and 
unveils but also reproduces the affect, the outrage, and the stench of the cab. This process un-
settles the author’s function and the literary space in which it prevails. The author, either on 
Twitter or in the cab, with his/her body bent over and crooked from typing or riding, suc-
cumbs to that which he/she seeks to describe, discuss, expose, and fictionalize. As a stage of 
confrontation, faḍīḥa thus involves both the fāḍiḥ and the mafḍūḥ. The government’s vulner-
ability is confronted by another vulnerability, that of the author, who, in the process of expos-
ing and hacking it (Alaidy), exposes the faḍīḥa of his own vulnerability (Khal, Alkhamissi). 
The acts of writing and faḍḥ also expose in Alkhamissi’s case the interplay of language, the 
shift from fuṣḥā to ʿāmmiyya, the formal to the raw, and from the old fiction and Arab moder-
nity’s narrative of loss, to new writing. The position of the author riding cabs and asking ques-
tions collapses in the narrative. The raw language of the driver and the circulation in the taxi 
drag the authorial position into that which it sought to represent, analyze, and control from a 
distance. We move in this context from models of critique and dialectical engagement to mak-
ing a scene, faḍīḥa, an act of confrontation that infiltrates and becomes embodied in the text. 
The new authorial position, scandalous and scandalized, moving back and forth between “the 
scene of writing” and “making a scene,” challenges our reading of the political in the context 
of iltizām, adab, and hazīma (the defeat of 1967). It also contests the Habermassian model of 
the public sphere, which presupposes an ethical and rational subject engaging in “civilized” 
and rational debate and exchange. In this new setting, the author is compelled to expose 
him/herself in the process of exposing the other. 

Like the author, the critic is equally implicated in identifying an elusive model to asso-
ciate with this new scene of writing. Hacking’s ambivalent nature and attenuated political 
aims refigure questions of activism, ethics, literature, and the law, and shifts the debate 
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from the critique of imperialism and colonialism in the context of loss as hazīma to infiltra-
tion, faḍḥ and flash mobs. Unsettling the models of ideology and causality—“What caused 
the Arab Spring?”—through which political action, resistance, and protest have been tradi-
tionally explained, hacking’s multiple scenes and scandals (faḍāʾiḥ) require an engagement 
with notions of affect, compulsion, simultaneity, instantaneity, and the circulation of texts, 
images, and stories both online and off. The economy of faḍḥ, vulnerability, and confronta-
tion identified in these texts breaks with previous conceptions of the literary, the author, and 
the relation between the intellectual and power. Replacing these “older fictions” are new 
genres and writing practices that embrace the street, Twitter, vulgarity, and rawness. The 
aesthetic characteristics of these new texts are constituted and recognized in instances of 
hacking and attack, which are unpredictable and threatening. These texts and modes of cir-
culation give rise to new forms of imagined communities, political authority, subjectivity, 
and authorial functions.  

That said, I’m not presenting here a comprehensive account of new writing; this is im-
possible at this stage and would require at least a couple of decades before we could begin 
to understand these texts’ aesthetic and political significance in a larger historical context. 
All one can do is expose (yafḍaḥ) the way new writing is being defined and practiced by its 
practitioners (authors, poets, bloggers, translators) as they struggle with, dismiss, and reas-
sert the question of literature. In this context, new writing could be examined in instances 
and events, scandals and acts of hacking, wherein the literary and the author function spe-
cifically are both staged and undermined. The critical assessment of new writing could only 
engage with and align these elusive moments of rupture and signification, which offer new 
sites of meaning and thus require further investigation that might take the field of literary 
studies in new and unpredictable directions. 

Notes 
 

1  This essay is a reprint of “Fiction of Scandal,” Journal of Arabic Literature, 43.2–3(2012): 510–31. Print.  
I would like to thank Moneera Al-Ghadeer for the invaluable insights and suggestions that helped shape this 
article. Names of writers discussed are as they appear in their social media communications and writings. 
When referencing texts, the first page number refers to the Arabic original, the second one to the English 
translation (ex: Alaidy 41/36). 

2  When Salman Rushdie decided to open a Twitter account, he realized that someone had already usurped his 
name. In addition to addressing the imposter directly as quoted in this passage, Rushdie “then faced the indig-
nity of having to prove his identity, answering a barrage of obscure questions from would-be followers about, 
among other things, his late sister Nabeela's nickname, and the sometime hiding place of the Pakistani poet 
Faiz Ahmed Faiz.” Henley, Jon. “Salman Rushdie’s Twitter Debut.” The Guardian 20 Sept. 2011. Web. 5 Mar. 
2015. 

3  Authors and intellectuals in the nahḍawī tradition such as Taha Hussein (Ṭāhā Ḥusayn, b. 1889), Tawfiq al-
Haqim (Tawfīq al-Ḥakīm, b. 1898), and Yahya Haqqi (Yaḥyā Ḥaqqī, b. 1905). 

4  The notion of iltizām, which echoes the Sartrean model of littérature engagée, takes shape in the Arab context 
of anti-colonial struggle, class struggle, and pan-Arabism from the 1950s onward. Though it is Taha Hussein 
who first coins the word iltizām in 1947, it is Suhayl Idris (Suhayl Idrīs, b. 1923), author of Al-ḥayy al-lātīnī 
(The Latin Quarter), who becomes its most recognizable advocate. Idris’s journal, al-Ādāb, founded in Beirut 
in 1953, becomes one of the crucibles for iltizām’s leftist and nationalist articulations through literary criticism 
and philosophy from across the Arab world. For more on this application in a number of postcolonial novels, 
see al-Musawi, Muhsin. The Postcolonial Arabic Novel. Leiden: Brill, 2003. Print. Given its various articula-
tions by Arab intellectuals in the 1950s and 1960s, iltizām calls for a literature that socially and ethically en-
gages Arab reality within a larger nationalist narrative of progress and emancipation thereby critiquing mod-
ernist aesthetics as bourgeois and regressive. Iltizām thus becomes a vehicle of social and political 
transformation through writing and cultural production. For more on this point see Khaldi, Boutheina. “Multi-
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ple Intellectual Engagements?” Journal of Arabic Literature 43 (2012): 197–226. Print. See also on the rever-
berations and the situation in the 1950s across the region in poetry and criticism, al-Musawi, Muhsin. Arabic 
Poetry: Trajectories of Modernity and Tradition. London: Routledge, 2006. Print. Discussions in Arabic are 
many, especially in the writings of the 1960s, by ʿAzīz al-Sayyid Jāsim, Ṣabrī Ḥāfiẓ, Ghalī Shukrī, Iliyyā 
Ḥāwī and others in al-Ādāb journal. 

5  Also see Kendall, chapter three for a rigorous engagement with the theoretical framework of this term. 
6  In the hacking world, there are white, black, and grey “hat crackers,” thereby characterizing various ethics and 

aims of infiltration. See “Black Hat.” The Jargon File, n.d. Web. 5 Mar. 2015. <http://www.catb.org/jargon/ 
html/B/black-hat.html>. 

7  As a result of the scandal, which involved hacking family victims’ mobile phones in order for the newspapers 
to influence events and increase sales, a British parliamentary panel found Murdoch “unfit” to run his corpora-
tion. See Burns, John, and Ravi Somaiya. “Panel in Hacking Case Finds Murdoch Unfit as News Titan.” The 
New York Times 1 May 2012. Web. 5 Mar. 2015. 

8  I would like to thank my colleague, Prof. Faeqah Shirazi, for this reference. 
9  Egyptian writer and journalist Ibrahim Farghali claims that online interactions often involve a certain tone and 

mode of expression that break with “the propriety of bourgeois and middle-class conventions.” See Farghalī, 
Ibrāhīm. “Al-internet…ka-fāḍāʾ li-l-thawra. [The Internet… as the Space of Revolution].” Ibrāhīm Farghalī, 
19 Mar. 2012. Web. 5 Mar. 2015. <http://ifarghali.blogspot.de/2012/03/avatar.html>. 

10  This is called a “denial of service” (DOS) attack. 
11  Rakha is the author of Kitāb al-ṭughrā. Cairo: Dār al-Shurūq, 2011. Print. He keeps a blog entitled, The 

Arabophile http://yrakha.wordpress.com/tag/youssef-rakha/ 
12  While Meyer reads modernist innovation in the sixties in the works of Sonallah Ibrahim (Ṣunʿallah Ibrāhīm) 

and Edward Kharrat (Idwār al-Kharrāṭ, b. 1926) in relation to European authors such as Camus (Meyer, Stefan 
G. The Experimental Arabic Novel. Albany: State U of New York P, 2000. Print), Kendall maintains that the 
avant-gardist of the sixties publishing in the journal Gallery 68 should be “judged by its distinctiveness and 
specific concerns rather than its provenance in or ability to match to European or American culture” (145). 

13  This controversy became public when Marilyn Booth first wrote a Letter to the Editor in the Times Literary 
Supplement, 27 September 2007, which she eventually developed into a series of articles.  

14  Alsanea is a dentist by profession. 
15  For a recent epistolary novel structured as emails, see Ezzat al-Qamhawi (b. 1961), al-Qamḥāwī, ʿIzzat. Kitāb 

al-ghiwāya [Book of Seduction]. Cairo: Dār al-ʿAyn, 2010. Print.  
16  For a detailed discussion of this work, see El-Ariss, Tarek. “Hacking the Modern: Arabic Writing in the Vir-

tual Age.” Comparative Literature Studies 47.4 (2010): 533–48. Print. 
17  “Egypt had its generation of the Defeat. We’re the generation that came after it. The ‘I’ve-got-nothing-to-lose 

generation’” (Alaidy 41/36). 
18  Jaroslav Stetkevych related this episode at a conference at Columbia University in May 2011. 
19  There is a play on the meaning of the words hāk [infiltrate] and nāk [fuck] in this phrase. 
20  In fact, Alaidy dedicates the book to Sonallah Ibrahim and Chuck Palahniuk (b. 1962), author of the cult novel 

Fight Club (1996).  
21  For a discussion of the structural transformation in writing after 1967 and the gesturing towards conservative 

politics, see al-Musawi. 
22  When the wave of uprisings swept through the Arab world starting fall 2010, they exposed (faḍaḥat) the com-

plicity of many Arab intellectuals and established authors with authoritarian regimes. 
23  The preface is different in the Kindle, English edition I refer to below, which was translated by Jonathan Wright. 
24  There are many post-revolution caricatures that represent Mubarak as someone who speaks only fuṣḥā and is 

unable to understand or communicate in ʿāmmiyya. This is in reference to his last three political speeches es-
pecially, when he was refusing to step aside and thus ignoring the people’s demand.  

25  Also see Fahmy, Ziad. Ordinary Egyptians: Creating the Modern Nation Through Popular Culture. Stanford: 
Stanford UP, 2011. Print. 

26  Downtown (wusṭ al-balad), the site of the Kifaya demonstration, became the epicenter of the demonstrations 
that overthrew the government in February 2011. 

27  This brings to mind Charles Hirschkind’s reading of Muslim sermon tapes played in cabs to produce an archi-
tecture of sound and morality that counters the one sanctioned by the prevalent power structure. See Hirsch-
kind, Charles. The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons and Islamic Counterpublics. New York: Columbia 
UP, 2009. Print. 
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